Abstract-High-throughput experimental techniques produce several kinds of heterogeneous proteomic and genomic data sets. To computationally annotate proteins, it is necessary and promising to integrate these heterogeneous data sources. Some methods transform these data sources into different kernels or feature representations. Next, these kernels are linearly (or nonlinearly) combined into a composite kernel. The composite kernel is utilized to develop a predictive model to infer the function of proteins. A protein can have multiple roles and functions (or labels). Therefore, multilabel learning methods are also adapted for protein function prediction. We develop a transductive multilabel classifier (TMC) to predict multiple functions of proteins using several unlabeled proteins. We also propose a method called transductive multilabel ensemble classifier (TMEC) for integrating the different data sources using an ensemble approach. The TMEC trains a graph-based multilabel classifier on each single data source, and then combines the predictions of the individual classifiers. We use a directed birelational graph to capture the relationships between pairs of proteins, between pairs of functions, and between proteins and functions. We evaluate the effectiveness of the TMC and TMEC to predict the functions of proteins on three benchmarks. We show that our approaches perform better than recently proposed protein function prediction methods on composite and multiple kernels. The code, data sets used in this paper and supplemental material are available at https://sites.google.com/site/guoxian85/tmec.
described by a kernel function K, which captures the underlying biological complexity associated with the proteins. For each data source (i.e., protein sequences, PPI networks), a unique kernel function is defined, and each kernel function captures a different notion of similarity. For example, the string kernel [7] is often used to compute the similarity between protein sequences, and the random walk kernel [2] is utilized on protein-protein interaction (PPI) data. Both the sequence and PPI data sets are transformed into different kernels, each of which captures similarities between protein pairs within different feature spaces (or embeddings). Pavlidis et al. [8] , and Noble and Ben-Hur [4] observed that the prediction accuracy can be boosted by taking advantage of complimentary embeddings across different kernels. Many approaches [5] , [9] , [10] use a linear (or nonlinear) weighted combination (optimal or ad hoc) of multiple kernels obtained from the different sources. These kinds of methods can be categorized as kernel integration methods. In addition, supervised ensemble classifiers [8] , [11] have also been developed to combine the multiple data sources.
Often, only a few proteins are annotated, and a large volume of proteins remains unlabeled within each single data source. Transductive or semisupervised learning methods are able to make use of unlabeled data to boost the learning results [12] . Therefore, several semisupervised [10] , [13] , [14] approaches have been proposed for protein function prediction. Further, a protein often holds more than one function and functions are correlated with each other. This fact should be taken into account in protein function prediction. Several approaches [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] formulate the protein function prediction problem within a multilabel learning framework. Multilabel learning methods can make use of the dependences between the different function classes, and they often outperform single-labeled prediction methods.
We propose a protein function prediction method called transductive multilabel classifier (TMC). The TMC is based on a directed birelational graph that models the relationship between proteins and functions. To integrate the heterogeneous sources of protein data, we also develop an ensemble-based classifier called the transductive multilabel ensemble classifier (TMEC). We performed comprehensive experiments evaluating the performance of TMC and TMEC on three protein function prediction benchmarks (Yeast, Human, and Fly). Each benchmark includes several kinds of heterogeneous data sources (i.e., PPI networks, protein sequences, and gene coexpression data). For more information on these benchmarks, one can refer to prior work by Mostafavi and Morris [9] . 1 Our results show that the use of a directed birelational graph achieves higher accuracy than the undirected one. Our proposed TMC outperforms the state-of-the-art protein function prediction approaches, namely, two transductive multilabel classification approaches [15] , [18] , a transductive classifier [9] , and two multilabel multiple kernel learning methods [19] , [20] . In addition, the proposed TMEC, which takes advantage of classifier ensembles to make use of multiple heterogeneous data sources, often performs better than the TMC.
This work is an extension of our earlier paper by Yu et al. [21] . In particular, the additional contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We provide a thorough analysis of the issues due to the use of an undirected birelational graph [22] for network propagation. We advocate the use of a directed birelational graph instead, and discuss a toy example to illustrate the risk of using an undirected birelational graph. 2. We test our proposed methods (TMC and TMEC) on three publicly available protein function prediction benchmarks (Yeast, Human, and Fly). 3. We apply different schemes to combine the individual kernels from different data sources into a composite kernel, and compare them against TMEC to further show the advantage of classifier integration to kernel integration in protein function prediction. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work on protein function prediction using multilabel learning and data integration. In Section 3, we introduce the directed birelational graph approach and the corresponding training procedure, along with a toy example to illustrate the drawbacks associated with the use of an undirected birelational graph. We also describe our ensemble approach to make use of multiple data sources. We describe the experimental protocol, evaluation metrics, and data sources in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss the experimental results. In Section 6, we provide conclusions along with directions for future work.
RELATED WORK
Various computational models have been proposed to predict protein functions. These methods can be categorized according to the terms of methodology, input data, and problem definition. Pandey et al. [3] gave a comprehensive literature review on protein function prediction. Here, we review only the work most related to the scope of this paper.
Multilabel Learning in Protein Function Prediction
The traditional function prediction methods take protein sequences (or PPI) and functional annotations as input to train one-versus-the-rest binary classification models [2] , [8] . These methods ignore the pairwise function correlations. It is observed that a protein performs multiple functions, and structured relationships are prevalent within protein function annotation databases (e.g., Gene Ontology [1] 2 is a directed acyclic graph, Functional Catalogue (FunCat) [23] 3 is a tree graph). As such, protein function prediction can be formulated as a multilabel classification problem [24] .
Multilabel learning is widely used in protein function prediction. Elisseeff and Weston [25] added a ranking loss function into the loss function of SVMs, and proposed a method called RankSVM. RankSVM does not make explicit use of the label correlations [26] , which can be important for deciding the label membership [18] , [26] . Chen et al. [26] incorporated a label correlation (captured by a hypergraph) term into the objective function of RankSVM. More specifically, in the hypergraph, each label corresponds to a hyperedge, which connects all the proteins that share the same label. Protein function databases like Gene Ontology [1] and FunCat [23] represent protein functions within a hierarchy (or a directed acyclic graph), and several approaches incorporate the parent-children relationship among proteins. Barutcuoglu et al. [27] first train independent binary SVMs for each of the GO function labels, and then integrates the prediction by incorporating GO's hierarchical structure within a Bayes formulation. Valentini [28] used the True Path Rule in FunCat to guide the integration of predictions. Pandey et al. [17] used Lin's measure [29] to define the semantic similarity between the different GO labels and incorporated it within a weighted multilabel k-nearest neighbors (kNN) classifier.
More recently, several semisupervised multilabel learning methods based on PPI networks were proposed for protein function prediction [15] , [16] , [18] . MCSL [16] is based on a product graph with an objective function similar to the local and global consistency method [30] . MCSL adds another term (function correlation) into the smoothness term (see [16, Eq. (6) ]) and results in a Kronecker matrix. For N proteins with C functions, the resulting Kronecker matrix is an ðN Â CÞ Â ðN Â CÞ matrix. This augmented matrix often cannot be loaded in memory and it is computationally expensive. To address this problem, Jiang [15] proposed a protein function prediction approach called PfunBG, which is based on a birelational graph [22] and label propagation [30] . The birelational graph captures three types of relationships: 1) protein-protein similarities, 2) function-function similarities, and 3) protein-function associations, and the association matrix of the birelational graph is an ðN þ CÞ Â ðN þ CÞ matrix. GRF [18] utilizes Jaccard coefficients to measure the correlation between functions, and then incorporates this correlation into a general semisupervised learning framework based on manifold regularization [31] . All the described methods, MCSL, PfunBG, and GRF, utilize pairwise label correlations within a semisupervised learning framework, but are developed for protein function prediction using a single data source (PPI) only.
Data Integration in Protein Function Prediction
Several methods have been developed to integrate the information from heterogeneous data sources (i.e., PPI, protein sequences) to boost the function prediction accuracy [4] . Lanckriet et al. [5] defined a kernel on each data source, and then utilized semidefinite programming (SDP) to seek the optimal weights to linearly combine these kernels. However, this method is computationally expensive [10] . To overcome this problem, Tsuda et al. [10] made use of the dual problem and gradient descent to efficiently get the optimal weights. Shin et al. [13] sought the optimal weights within an EM [32] framework by iteratively minimizing prediction error and combining weights. Mostafavi et al. [33] propose a heuristic approach derived from ridge regression, to more efficiently determine these weights. Finally, these obtained composite kernels are used in SVMs or graphbased classifiers for binary protein function annotation. These methods determine the set of weights per function class, that not only result in increased time complexity, but also ignore the inherent correlation among function labels.
More recently, some approaches have leveraged kernel integration and function correlation. Mostafavi and Morris [9] introduced a method called "simultaneous weighting" (SW). The SW optimizes a set of weights for a group of correlated functions, and then combines these kernels into a composite kernel. Next, graph-based semisupervised classifiers are trained on this composite kernel for each function. Tang et al. [19] introduced a unified framework, in which selecting a specific composite kernel for each function and for all the functions are two extreme cases. In our experiments, we consider this approach for comparison, and call it MKL-Sum [19] . MKL-Sum first learns linear combination coefficients with respect to all the functions, and then applies SVMs on the composite kernel. Bucak et al. [20] utilized stochastic approximation to speed up multilabel multiple kernel learning, and proposed a method called MKL-SA. Cesa-Bianchi and Alpaydin [34] integrated binary classifiers hierarchical ensembles, cost-sensitive methods, and data fusion for gene function prediction. However, despite various optimization techniques, Tsuda et al. [10] , Lewis [6] , and Gö nen et al. [35] observed that a composite kernel combined with optimized weights has similar performance to a composite kernel combined with equal weights, i.e., without optimization.
In this work, different from traditional kernel integration methods [5] , [9] , [19] , we propose a classifier integration method called the TMEC. The TMEC first trains a transductive multilabel classifier (TMC) on each of the kernels representing a data source, and then integrates the predictions using majority voting. Our experimental results on three public available protein function prediction benchmarks show that the TMEC outperforms classifiers trained on the composite kernels. In addition, we observe that the TMEC outperforms the TMC trained on the composite kernel and the individual kernels derived from different data sources. This observation confirms that the ensemble approach is effective, and the transductive multilabel classifiers trained on individual kernels are complementary to each other.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We are given R different kinds of features that describe the same set of N proteins with C functions. Each kind of features provide a unique representation for proteins (e.g., vectors, trees, or networks). We assume the first l proteins are already annotated and the remaining u proteins are not annotated (l þ u ¼ N). The R different representations of these proteins are transformed into R kernels ½K r R r¼1 (K r 2 IR NÂN ), one kernel per source. K r ði; jÞ ! 0 describes the kernel induced pairwise similarity between proteins i and j in the rth data source. Our objective is to first train a TMC on a directed birelational graph adapted from the kernel K r , and then combine these classifiers into an ensemble classifier (TMEC). Finally, we use the TMEC to annotate these u proteins. In this section, we first review the birelational graph approach, analyze the related issues for network propagation, and give a toy example to illustrate this problem.
Transductive Multilabel Classification on a Directed Birelational Graph
Graph-based transductive or semisupervised learning methods can be extended to multilabel learning by incorporating a label correlation term into its objective function [16] , [18] , [36] . Wang et al. [22] introduced an undirected birelational graph for image classification and applied a random-walk-based propagation with restart [37] . This graph includes both images and labels as nodes. For consistency, hereinafter, we use proteins instead of images and functions instead of labels. A birelational graph is composed of three kinds of edges: between proteins, between functions, and between proteins and functions. For the latter, if protein i has function c, an edge is set between them. The interfunction similarity leads to improved prediction accuracy [17] , [18] and can be defined in various ways [15] , [17] , [18] . Here, we define the similarity between functions m and n as follows:
where f m 2 IR N ð1 m CÞ is the mth function vector on all proteins: if protein i has function m, then f m ðiÞ ¼ 1, otherwise f m ðiÞ ¼ 0.
A random walk on a graph is often described by a propagation matrix. For a random walk on a birelational graph, the propagation matrix W is defined as
where W P P 2 IR NÂN and W F F 2 IR CÂC are the propagation matrices of the intra-subgraphs of proteins and functions, respectively. W P F 2 IR NÂC and W F P 2 IR CÂN are the intersubgraph propagation matrices between proteins and functions, and controls the relative importance of the intra-and the inter-subgraphs. It also controls the frequency with which a random walker jumps from a function subgraph to a protein subgraph. W P P and W F F are computed as
where S P P is the pairwise similarity matrix between all proteins, and S F F is the pairwise correlation matrix between all functions. D P P and D F F are the diagonal matrices of the row sums of S P P and S F F , respectively. W P F and W F P are calculated as
where S P F is the relation matrix between proteins and functions, and S F P is the transpose of S P F . D P F is the diagonal matrix of the row sums of S P F , and D F P is the diagonal matrix of the column sums of S P F . We observe that if protein i has function c then S P F ði; cÞ ¼ 1;
The cth function node and the proteins annotated with this function are considered as a group,
where v F c is the cth function node and v P i is the ith protein node of the birelational graph. In the birelational graph, instead of computing the node-to-node relevance between a function node and an unannotated protein node, the relevance between a protein and a group G c is considered. LetỸ 2 IR ðNþCÞÂC be the label distribution on the N þ C nodes of the birelational graph with respect to C function labels. Each column corresponds to one function label. For the cth function, the distribution vectorỸ :c (cth column ofỸ ) is Based on these preliminaries, an iterative objective function is defined on this birelational graph as follows:
where F ðtÞ ðiÞ 2 IR C is the predicted likelihood of the ith protein with respect to C function labels in the tth iteration, W ði; jÞ is the weight of edge between nodes i and j,Ỹ j 2 IR C is the initial set of functions on the jth node, is a scalar value to balance the tradeoff between the initial set functions and the predicted functions. From (7), we can see that the functions of a node are predicted by the functions of its connected nodes. This makes TMC, a direct protein function prediction method [2] . Note that, in the birelational graph, the predictions are made on all the nodes (including proteins and functions).
However, the application of (7) for protein function prediction has a major drawback. Suppose i is a protein vertex annotated with a function vertex j. The function j may be overwritten by the functions of the proteins connected to i, thus causing the loss of a reliable information. As such, the functions of initially annotated proteins may be changed during the iterative label propagation. This phenomenon is similar to the one occurring in the local and global consistency method [30] , and should be avoided. A toy example in the following section will illustrate this problem. Equation (7) can be rewritten as follows (for simplicity, the parameter in (2) is not included):
From (8-9), we can see that W P F propagates the function information from function to protein nodes, and W F P propagates the function information from protein to function nodes. In a birelational graph, we expect that information propagates from function to protein nodes, but not vice versa. Thus, we change the undirected birelational graph into a directed one. An example of the proposed directed birelational graph is shown in Fig. 1 . In this graph, information can be propagated in the intra-subgraphs W P P and W F F , and in the inter-subgraph W P F , but not in the inter-subgraph W F P . Therefore, we define the propagation matrix W d on the directed birelational graph as follows:
where 0 2 IR CÂN . The TMC takes advantage of network propagation by optimizing local and global consistency functions [30] . By defining directed edges between proteins and functions, the induced propagation matrix of the directed birelational graph becomes nonsymmetric. The directed edges control the information that flows from one side of the bipartite graph (function subgraph) to the other (protein subgraph). As described earlier in (8) (9) , and through the empirical study in Section 3.2, we show that the TMC trained on a directed birelational graph can avoid the observed problems (i.e., annotation change and function label override) associated with the TMC trained on an undirected birelational graph. Thus, we advocate the use of a directed birelational graph, and define a nonsymmetric propagation matrix on this graph.
Based on (7), we can get the iterative equation on the directed birelational graph
By setting F ð0Þ ¼Ỹ , we have
Since 0 < < 1 and 0 ð1 À ÞW d < 1. Note that when k ¼ 0, ðð1 À ÞW d Þ k is the identity matrix. The first term in (12) is bound to be 0, and the second term (excludingỸ ) is a geometric series with the following limit:
where I is an ðN þ CÞ Â ðN þ CÞ identity matrix. Thus, the equilibrium solution F of (11) is
The predicted F ðjÞ is a real-value vector with size C, where each entry reflects the likelihood that protein j has the corresponding function. Thus, we also refer to F ðjÞ as the predicted likelihood score vector of protein j. From (14), we can see that F is determined by W d and a wellstructured birelational graph can produce a competent F . F ðtÞ P is initially set according to the original function annotation on the l annotated proteins. For both the directed and undirected birelational graphs, F ðtÞ P is updated in iterations, but F ðtÞ P on the directed birelational graph avoids the problems (i.e., annotation change and function label override; see Section 3.2) associated with the undirected birelational graph, and achieves better prediction. In the undirected birelational graph, W F P propagates label information from protein nodes to function nodes, but in the directed birelational graph, no information is propagated from the protein nodes to function nodes. Thus, the term W F P F ðtÞ P may lead to poor performance due to W F P , while the term F ðtÞ P alone does not have this problem.
The Problem of Undirected Birelational Graph in Label Propagation
We provide an illustrative example to instantiate the problem of the undirected birelational graph in label propagation, and therefore motivate the use of a directed birelational graph. The toy example is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this directed birelational graph, there are three function nodes (f1, f2, and f3) and six protein nodes (p1; . . . ; p6). The first four proteins are labeled (as specified by the directed solid lines), and the last two proteins are unlabeled. In the graph, p5 is more similar to (or interacted with) p4 than p3. From the "guilty by association" rule [38] (interacting proteins tend to share similar functions), p5 is more likely to have the function set of p4. However, the TMC on the undirected birelational graph predicts p5 to have the same function set as p3, instead of p4, as illustrated in the fifth row of Table 1 . In contrast, the TMC on the directed birelational graph predicts p5 to have the same function set as p4.
Another observation is that for the undirected graph, p4 is initially annotated with f1 and f3, but after label propagation, this protein is annotated with f1 and f2 (see the fourth row of Table 1 ). In addition, after the label propagation on the undirected birelational graph, the information on the f3 node is dominated by the information of f1 (see the last row of Table 1 ), resulting in the function override problem, which was pointed out and analyzed in the previous section. In contrast, by using the directed birelational graph, these problems are avoided. The advantage of the directed birelational graph with respect to the undirected one will be further confirmed in our experiments on real-world benchmarks.
Note, for the experiment in Fig. 1 and Table 1 , we compute the function similarities using (1). Since there is no prior information on how to balance the importance of the protein and function nodes, we use the default settings of ¼ 0:5 and ¼ 0:5 as in the prior work [15] . For the experiment here, we cannot select the best and by grid search, since there is very scarce training data. In addition, setting higher values of and lead to the observed problems of undirected birelational graphs. We convert the predicted likelihoods F into binary labels using the Top k scheme [18] , [21] , [39] . For each protein, the k largest predicted probabilities are chosen as relevant functions and labeled as 1s, and the others are set as irrelevant functions and labeled as 0s. In the toy example, since each training protein has two functions, we set k ¼ 2. The other parameter settings for the TMC will be detailed in Section 4.
Transductive Multilabel Ensemble Classification
The TMC avoids the risk of overwriting the information given by function nodes. However, because of noisy edges (i.e., false positive interactions) and isolated proteins present in a single birelational graph, it is still limited in providing a confident likelihood score vector F ðjÞ from a single data source. To avoid this limitation, we can leverage the various graphs (or kernels) associated to the same set of proteins (e.g., PPI network, gene interaction network, and coparticipation network in a protein complex) [4] , [13] . These graphs are, to some extent, independent to one another, and also carry complementary information.
Here, we predict protein functions using multiple kernels derived from multiple sources by performing classifier integration. More specifically, we first transform each kernel into a directed birelational graph. We then train a TMC on each of these graphs. Finally, we combine these TMCs into the TMEC using an ensemble approach. The TMEC is described in Algorithm 1. In (15), we combine the F r values using a weighted majority vote. This is due to the fact that different kernels have different qualities (see Figs. 2 and 3) , and have different levels of confidence on the predicted functions of a protein. For example, if kernel K 1 is more confident on annotating protein i with function m, and K 2 is more confident on annotating protein i with function n, then K 1 will have more influence on determining the mth function of protein i, and K 2 will have more influence on determining the nth function of protein i. On the other hand, if unlabeled protein i in K 1 is isolated (TMC on K 1 cannot predict protein i), but it is connected with some proteins in K 2 , then the functions of protein i can be predicted by the TMC on K 2 . 1: Specify e Y using (6) 2: for r ¼ 1 to R do 3:
Set W P P ¼ K r and construct a directed birelational graph using (3) (4) and (10) 4: Get the rth annotator F r using (14) 5: end for 6: Integrate the R annotators fF r g R r¼1 into an ensemble classifier as:
Due to the different structures across different kernels, the base classifiers F r in (15) are diverse. In addition, because of the complementary information between different kernels, the predicted likelihoods F r ðjÞ are also complementary to each other. In contrast, the annotator trained on the composite graph cannot make use of these predicted likelihoods. In ensemble learning, diversity between base classifiers is paramount to gain a consensus classifier with a good generalization ability [40] . For these reasons, the TMEC can annotate proteins with higher confidence than approaches trained on the composite kernel and single kernels. Our experimental results in Section 5 confirm this advantage. An additional merit of the TMEC is that it does not require to have all the data sources available beforehand, and each TMC can be trained individually or incrementally. Thus, new data sources can be appended into the TMEC without repeating the entire training process.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 4.1 Data Set Description
We evaluate the performance of our algorithms on three previously defined protein function prediction benchmarks, namely Yeast, Human and Fly. All these benchmarks were downloaded from the study by Mostafavi and Morris [9] To avoid too general or too small functions, as done in previous studies [9] , [18] , we filtered the proteins in Yeast to include only those GO functions that had at least 100 proteins and at most 300 proteins. After this preprocessing, there are 1,809 proteins annotated with 57 functions in Yeast. We filtered the proteins in Human and Fly to include only those GO functions that had at least 30 proteins and at most 100 proteins. Thus, there are 3,704 proteins annotated with 254 functions in Human, and 3,509 proteins annotated with 426 functions in Fly. The statistics of these filtered benchmarks are listed in the Table 2 . 
Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the protein function prediction problem as a multilabel classification problem. There are various evaluation metrics in multilabel learning [24] , here we adopt three evaluation metrics, namely, Ranking Loss, Coverage, and adapted Area Under the Curve (AUC). Given C different protein functions, our approach results in a predicted likelihood vector that assigns a protein i to a function c with probability F ði; cÞ. There is no standard rule to transform the predicted likelihood vector into a binary indication label vector [24] , [41] . Thus, we do not apply the evaluation metrics that depend on transforming the predicted likelihood vector into a binary label vector. For brevity, the definition of Ranking Loss and Coverage is introduced in the online supplemental material. The adapted Area Under the Curve (AUC) for multilabel learning was utilized in [42] . AUC first ranks all the labels for each test instance in the descending order of their scores; it then varies the number of predicted labels from 1 to the total number of labels, and computes the receiver operating characteristic curve by calculating the true positive rate and the false positive rate for each number of predicted labels. It finally, computes the area under the curve of all labels to evaluate the multilabel learning methods.
For maintaining consistency with AUC, we use 1-RankingLoss. Thus, the higher the value of 1-RankingLoss and AUC, the better the performance. In contrast, the lower the value of Coverage, the better the performance. The reported 1-RankingLoss and AUC are actually (1-RankingLoss)*100 and AUC*100, respectively.
EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
We evaluate the TMC and TMEC by comparing them against PfunBG [15] , GRF [18] , SW [9] , MKL-Sum [19] , and MKL-SA [20] . PfunBG and GRF are recently proposed semisupervised multilabel classifiers based on PPI networks for protein function prediction. SW is a recently introduced efficient protein function prediction method based on the composite kernel. MKL-Sum and MKL-SA are two multilabel multiple kernel learning approaches, whose performance is verified in gene function prediction. We adopted the codes of SW, 5 MKL-SA, 6 and MKL-Sum 7 for our experiments. We implemented PfunBG and GRF as the authors presented in the original papers, and set the parameter values as the authors reported. TMC and PfunBG have a similar objective function. The main difference between them is that TMC is trained on the directed birelational graph and PfunBG is trained on the undirected birelational graph. Here, we use the similar settings of undirected birelational graph in [22] and [15] , and set in (7) equal to 0.01, and and in the birelational graph equal to 0.5. We set equal weights for protein nodes and function nodes, since there is no prior knowledge on the relative importance between protein and function nodes. Both MKLSum and MKL-SA depend on the setting of soft margin parameter of SVM; in the experiments, is chosen among f10 À4 ; 10 À3 ; . . . ; 10 3 ; 10 4 g using fivefold cross validation. TMC, PfunBG, and GRF work on a single graph (or kernel). As the authors reported in [6] and [10] , the composite kernel combined with different weights has similar performance to the composite kernel combined with equal weights. Therefore, in the following experiments, TMC, PfunBG, and GRF are all trained on the same composite kernel combined with individual kernels using equal weights. We also study TMC on the composite kernels combined with individual kernels in other ways, which will be detailed in Section 5.3. In addition, we compare the TMEC with SW, MKL-Sum and MKL-SA, which learn different weights for different kernels. In Section 5.2, we investigate the performance of TMC on each single kernel. In the following experiments, we varied the ratio of labeled proteins from 10 percent to 60 percent, and used the remaining proteins as unlabeled for testing. Unless otherwise specified, all the results are the average of 20 independent runs in each fixed labeled ratio.
Directed Birelational Graph versus Undirected Birelational Graph
To investigate the difference between directed and undirected birelational graphs, we compare our TMC against PfunBG, GRF, SW, MKL-Sum, and MKL-SA on the composite kernel of Yeast, Human, and Fly. The composite kernel for TMC, PfunBG, and GRF is a linear combination with equal weights, and the composite kernel for SW, MKL-Sum, and MKL-SA is a linear combination with optimized weights. Table 3 reports the 1-RankingLoss, Table 4 lists the Coverage, and Table 5 reports the AUC on the three benchmarks. Standard deviations are also reported. In these tables, results reported in boldface are significantly better, with significance level p < 0:05. Particularly, for each fixed labeled ratio, we repeat independent experiments for each method 20 times and record the results. Then, we apply a pairwise t-test to check the significance of the difference among these comparative methods. From these tables (see Tables 3, 4 , and 5), we can observe that TMC trained on the directed birelational graph almost always performs better than PfunBG trained on the undirected birelational graph. These results corroborate the advantage of the directed birelational graph with respect to the undirected one. GRF extends the function assignment on the annotated proteins and then makes use of a semisupervised classifier on the graph (only consisting of proteins, one protein corresponding to one node) to infer protein functions. From these (see Tables 3, 4 , and 5), we can also see that TMC often outperforms GRF. This observation indicates that the directed birelational graph (consisting of protein and function nodes) is also more effective than the sole protein graph.
TMC often outperforms the other comparing methods, some of which (i.e., SW, MKL-Sum, and MKL-SA) are trained on the optimized composite kernel. SW takes advantage of regression to seek the optimal combining weights, and graph-based classification to predict protein functions; it achieves higher AUC on Human benchmark, but it loses to TMC on Yeast and Fly benchmarks with respect to all the evaluation metrics. Both MKL-Sum and MKL-SA are based on the optimized composite kernel and SVM to predict protein functions, but they are always outperformed by TMC. These results indicate that our equal combination of single kernels (derived from various data sources) is reasonable. The possible explanations are that the composite kernel used in TMC captures complementary information spread in different kernels [6] and multilabel classification is more suitable for protein function prediction than binary classification methods.
Multiple Kernels versus Single Kernel
In this section, we conduct experiments on these benchmarks to investigate the advantage of classifier ensembles. We compare the TMEC, GRF-MK, and PfunBG-MK against SW and TMC. Among the five comparing approaches, the first three are classifier integration methods, and the last two are kernel integration methods. In the experiments, the base classifiers of PfunBG-MK, and GRF-MK on the individual kernels are combined in the same way as TMEC in (15) . For brevity, we just report 1-RankingLoss and Coverage on these three data sets with 30 and 60 percent annotated proteins in Tables 6 and 7 . The results with respect to other labeled ratios are similar, and are excluded for brevity.
We can observe that the TMEC on the multiple kernels often outperforms the TMC on the composite kernel, and the TMEC always performs better than the SW. GRF-MK and PfunBG-MK sometimes also outperform TMC, whereas TMC outperforms GRF and PfunBG on the composite The numbers in boldface denote the best performance (significance is examined by pairwise t-test with significance level p < 0:05).
TABLE 4
Coverage (Avg AE std) on Yeast (44 Kernels), Human (8 Kernels), and Fly (38 Kernels) on the Composite Kernel
The numbers in boldface denote the best performance (significance is examined by pairwise t-test with significance level p < 0:05). The lower the Coverage, the better the performance.
kernel. This fact demonstrates the advantage of classifier integration with respect to the kernel integration method in protein function prediction.
We conduct additional experiments (with 80 percent proteins annotated and 20 percent used for testing) to investigate the difference between the TMC on the composite kernel, TMC on a single kernel from one data source, and TMEC on multiple kernels. We show the result with respect to 1-RankingLoss and Coverage in Figs. 2  and 3 . In all these figures, the first two bars represent TMEC (red bar) and TMC (white bar) trained on the composite kernel; the remaining bars (gray bars) describe the results of TMC trained on a single kernel. The highest bar (1-RankingLoss) in Fig. 2 and the lowest bar (Coverage) in Fig. 3 indicate that the corresponding results are significantly better than the other bars.
We observe that the TMC trained on the composite kernel always outperforms the TMC trained on a single kernel. There are three possible reasons. First, there are some isolated proteins in each data source, whose functions cannot be predicted using a single kernel derived from a single data source. Second, an isolated protein in one kernel may be connected with other proteins in other data sources. Therefore, there are few (or no) isolated proteins in the composite kernel, which includes the complementary information across different kernels. Third, the similarity between two proteins from the composite kernel is often more reliable than that from a single kernel (derived from a single data source).
TMEC performs better than TMC trained on the single kernel, and it outperforms TMC trained on the composite kernel. TMEC not only takes advantage of the The numbers in boldface denote the best performance (significance is examined by pairwise t-test with significance level p < 0:05). complementary information between different kernels, but also makes use of the structural difference among different kernels and the complementary predicted likelihood score vectors. These results also corroborate the advantage of classifier integration versus kernel integration.
Influence of Different Weighting Schemes
In this section, we investigate the performance of TMC on different composite kernels, obtained by combining individual kernels using different weighting schemes. Here, we use two approaches to combine the single kernels, plus the equal weight one already used in TMC. The first one is a binary way.
We set the weight of the edge between protein i and j as
K r ði; jÞ > 0; 0; otherwise:
Thus, if there is an edge between proteins i and j in any of the individual kernels, we specify the edge weight between them as 1. The second one is a weighted version; we set the weight of the edge between proteins i and j as
where ðK r ði; jÞÞ ¼ 1 if K r ði; jÞ > 0, and ðK r ði; jÞÞ ¼ 0 otherwise. Thus, K BW ði; jÞ is proportional to the number of edges between proteins i and j in the individual kernels. The composite kernel used in TMC is a summation of single kernels with equal weights, it is defined as K E ði; jÞ ¼ P R r¼1 K r ði; jÞ R :
We then train TMC on K B , K BW , and K E , and name the resulting classifiers as TMC-B, TMC-BW, and TMC-E, respectively. For brevity, we just report the results (along with the results of TMEC on multiple kernels) with respect to 1-RankingLoss in Table 8 From these tables, we observe that none of these three kernel integration methods perform significantly better than others, and TMC-E often works better than the other two kernel integration techniques. Another observation is that TMEC always achieves better performance than the three different kernel integration methods (TMC-B, TMC-BW, and TMC-E). These results further demonstrate the advantage of classifier ensemble with respect to kernel integration.
Influence of Different Ensemble Techniques
In this section, we conduct experiments to explore the performance of TMEC with respect to several other ensemble techniques, namely decision templates [43] and linear regression based ensemble [44] . The detail of these two ensemble techniques is introduced in the online supplemental material.
We utilize decision templates, linear-regression-based ensemble, and (15) to integrate TMCs trained on individual kernels, and name the resulting ensemble classifiers as TMEC-DT, TMEC-Reg, and TMEC, respectively. For brevity, we just report the results with respect to 1-RankingLoss in Table 9 . We report the results with respect to Coverage in the online supplemental material. In the experiment, 50 percent of the data are randomly selected for training and the remaining 50 percent are used for testing. The other settings of the experiments are kept the same as described in Section 4.
From these tables, we can observe that TMEC, which uses simple weighted majority vote as in (15) to combine base classifiers, outperforms TMEC-DT and TMEC-Reg, which use optimized weights to integrate base classifiers. This is because there were many isolated proteins in each single data source of our experimental data sets. The functions of these isolated proteins cannot be predicted by using a single data source alone. In addition, the predicted likelihoods from each single data source are not reliable. Learning from these unreliable predictions results in incorrect learned weights for each of the base classifiers, which deteriorates the ensemble classification performance.
Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
There are three parameters: , , and in TMC and TMEC. is used to balance the tradeoff between label propagation and initial label assignment; is often set to a small value (i.e., ¼ 0:01) [15] , [22] . In this section, to explore the sensitivity of our methods with respect to and , we vary and between 0.1 and 0.9 with step size 0.1. The settings of ¼ 0; 1 and ¼ 0; 1 are not reasonable for the directed birelational graph. If we set ¼ 0, there is no function propagation among proteins. If we set ¼ 1, there is no function propagation from function to protein nodes. If we set ¼ 0, there is no function annotations on the protein nodes in the directed birelational graph. If we set ¼ 1, there is no propagation probability between protein and function nodes. Given these reasons, we vary and in ½0:1; 0:9 to investigate the parameter sensitivity of TMC and TMEC. The recorded 1-RankingLoss and Coverage with respect to different settings of and are shown in Fig. 4 for the Human benchmark. The recorded 1-RankingLoss and Coverage for the Yeast benchmark are included in the online supplemental material. Here, we utilize the surf figure to visualize the parameter sensitivity of TMC and TMEC with respect to and . The density plot shows that similar colors in the same figure are parameters with similar predictive performance. We also fix the scale of TMC and TMEC in the same range for each evaluation metric on each data set.
From these figures, we can observe that TMEC is less sensitive than TMC to parameter selection. TMEC has wider ranges of effective parameter values than TMC, and it can often achieve better performance than TMC in the same parameters setting. These advantages can be attributed to the fact that TMEC not only makes use of the structure differences among the single kernels from various data sources, but also takes advantage of the complimentary information among the base classifiers on each single kernel. These results again support the advantage of classifier integration over kernel integration.
Both TMC and TMEC are more sensitive to than to . adjusts the distribution of function labels on protein and function nodes. adjusts the importance of the intersubgraph (between proteins and functions) and intrasubgraph (between pairwise proteins, or pairwise functions), it determines the speed of label information propagated from function nodes to protein nodes. TMEC achieved relatively stable performance when 2 ½0:4; 0:9 and TMC reaches relative stable performance when 2 ½0:5; 0:9. Bigger means more emphasis on the initial function assignment. This fact reinforces that it is important to keep the original label assignment in label propagation, it also indicates the rationality of the proposed directed birelational graph.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyze the drawback of using undirected birelational graphs in label propagation. To avoid this limitation, we propose to use a directed birelational graph, and define a TMC on it. We further improve the performance by combining various TMCs trained on multiple data sources (TMEC). Different from traditional methods that make use of multiple data sources by kernel integration, TMEC takes advantage of multiple data sources by classifier integration. TMEC does not require to collect all the data sources beforehand. Our experimental results show that classifier integration is a valuable methodology to leverage multiple biological data sources. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
